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CADET J. 0. CASEY IS CADET M. L. GRESHAM IS0L0NS TO CONSIDER
NEW YORK ART SCHOOL HEALTH SITUATION
IS SERIOUSLY ILL ANNUAL APPROPRIATION
SERIOUSLY INJURED
EXHIBITION DISPLAY GREATLYJMPROVED
Interesting
Collection
Mounts to be Here
Two Weeks

ot Quarantine Will Probably be Receives Skull Fracture While Member of Junior Class Re- Dr.

The Minaret Club, sponsor of the
current exhibit in Riggs Hall, invites
the people of Clemson and 'surrounding
to visit the third floor of Riggs
Hall and inspect an exhibition of
particular and novel interest to the
community.
The New York School of Fine and
Applied Art, in its annual showing,
has sent one hundred mounts showing
the work done at the school. Many of
these mounts show the many phases
of interior decoration in the antique
styles of architecture.
There is a
group of designs of furniture in the
modern and antique styles with details of the fabric covering in color.
A number of the drawings deal with
poster design in opaque water color
and also in pen and ink.
Costume
design is also represented in the antique
and modern modes. Newspaper illustration for advertisements; and magazine illustration are other divisions of
the work on exhibition.
The drawings all show delicacy and
care in workmanship; and are remarkable in color and technique.
It is
hoped that a large number of Clemson people will avail themeslves of
the opportunity to see this exhibition.
The studio on the third floor of Riggs
Hall will be open at all times during
the two weeks showing of these drawings.
The exhibition will close on
March gth.

RIFLE TEAM RANKS
HIOHJN MATCH
Captain Kron Developing aji
Excellent Rifle Team
The Rifle Team has done some
excellent shooting this week. In the
Fourth Corps Area
match,
in the
kneeling position, they amassed a total
score of 894 out of a possible 1000.
The ten high men, ranking in the
order named, are Hunter, Littlejohn,
Bethea, Watson, Dashiell, Sheppard,
Johnstone, Whetstone, Fridy, and Coleman. In a complete match in which
some thirty-five military units are competing, the ten high men are Johnstone, Watson, Littlejohn, Crymes,
Bethea,
Fridy, Dashiell,
Sheppard,
Weston and Wyant. The total score
was a 3629 out of a possible 4000
with an average of 362.9 points per
man, for the four positions.
Capt. Kron, himself an expert shot,
has managed to infuse much of his
ability and enthusiasm into his men.
The scores of the team are comparing more and more favorably with
those of the Navy, Army, and other
high class teams. If this improvement
keeps uo, the Bengal teaiii will soon
be a widely known organization.
As there are a number of sharp
shooting Juniors on the team, Capt.
Kron has hinted that he
may be
able to sport an all Bengal team at
camp.
It is certain that Clemson
will be well represented at Camp
Perry next summer.

Lifted Early Next Week

Playing Baseball

The health situation at Clemson is
the most favorable reported in several
weeks. Only a few cases of flu are
among the cadets at present and a
number of throat troubles have been
given attention lately.
Cadets Sanders and Padgett, who
have suffered severe cases of meningitis, are now well on the road to
recovery.
Sanders has been able to
sit up in a rolling chair for the last
four days. Dr. Milford expects to release him from the hospital Wednesday
or Thursday
Padgett is now able to
sit up in bed part of the time.
Cadet Casey, who was accidentally
struck in the head by a baseball bat
a few days ago, has been suffering
from a concussion of the brain. An
operation was performed, and at present it is believed that his chances of
recovery are well above par.
Unless some unforseen trouble develops, the state quarantine will be
lifted the; first of next week. Because
of the prevalence of respiratory diseases throughout the state, it is not
very probable that week-end leaves
will be granted the cadets until spring
holidays.

J. O. Casey, one of the most popular and esteemed freshmen of "A"
Company was seriously injured Sunday afternoon while playing baseball
with friends. He was rushed to the
college hospital for treatment, and he
was later removed to the Anderson
hospital for an operation. After the
removal of several blood clots from
the brain, Casey regained consciousness and showed his gameness by asking if he could come back to college
with Dr. Milford.
Although the injury is serious, Cadet
Casey seems to be on the way to
recovery and barring unforseen developments, he will soon be with us
again.
Numerous friends at college and in
Anderson express their regret over the
accident and they hope that the injured
cadet will soon be able to resume his
work.

CPLLFPE MUSEUM IS
OWING STEADILY

MR. F. A. SANTER ADDED
TO TEXTILE STAFF
New Professor Added to "lextile Chemistry Department

Mr. F. Albert Santer, who was
graduated from Rutgers University
Museum Anxious to Receive in 1928, is assisting Dr. Mullin in the
Textile Chemistry and Dying division
Articles Depicting Early
of the Textile School.
S. C. History
Mr. Santer is well prepared to
hold this position, having had graduate
The following gifts to the museum
work at Columbia University and
are acknowledged and are now on disconsiderable experience in the dying
play on the gallery of the Library:
and finishing of silks, synthetic fibers,
Dress Uniform Coat of the style
and other fine fabrics.
worn by Clemson Cadets during the
early years of the College. This coat
was worn by Cadet John Sam Garris
(deceased) class 1898 and presented
by his widow, now Mrs. H. M. Carter
of Smoaks, S. C. The trousers of
this uniform were regulation cadet gray
The officers wore red sashes with Juniors Will Go to Anniston,
large black feather plumes on their
Alabama, as Before
caps.
It is interesting to note the
first uniform worn by Clemson cadets
The regular summer R. O. T. C.
was a gray jeans of very much the camp for Juniors will begin this year
same style as the present uniform. on June the tenth and last until July
Models of Hand Loom and Dugout the twenty-first. According to latest
Boat used in West Africa, presented information this camp will be held at
by Rev.
Finley Grissett,
Efulan. Fort McClellan, Alabama instead of
Cameroun, West Africa.
in Tennessee as was rumored at the
Sea Horse (from New York City first of the year.
Aquarium) and forty one Birds' Eggs,
Lieutenant Colonel W. P. Scott, who
loaned by Cadet G. E. McGrew.
was in command at McClellan
last
Indian Arrow Head found in Mam- year,
will
again
be
in
charge.
moth Cave, reputed to have been lost At
present
Lieutenant
Colonel
by ancient family of Indians who built Scott is at the head of the military
a stone cabin in adjoining cavity. science department at Davidson ColLoaned by Cadet C. J. McGrew.
lege.
A German Machine Gun and four
Mauser Rifles captured from the
Germans by the American Army during the World's War.
These came
from the U. S. War Department and
were presented to the museum through
the courtesy of Captain J. E. Obcrg,
Dr. Mullin has recently received
Clemson College.
some very
interesting samples
of
The museum is particularly anxious
handmade fabrics from China and
to receive articles depicting the early Japan.
Those interested are invited
life of South Carolina and it,is hoped to visit his office to see these new
cadets and others will either present
samples.
or loan such articles as they may have.
The students of the textile chemistry
Each article will be properly labeled and dyeing division have completed
and kept in a locked display case in
some very nice pieces of work In
1 fireproof building.
tied-and-dyed synthetic yarn fabrics.

R. 0, T, C. CAMP WILL
BEGJNJUNE 10

DR. MULLIN RECEIVES
FABRICSJROM EAST

moved to Home in Simpsonville Ten Days Ago.
Cadet M. L. Gresham, who has been
seriously ill at his home in Simpsonville, for the past few days, is now on
the road to recovery.
Upon Dr. Milford's recommendation
Cadet Gresham «-as transferred from
the hospital here to his home about ten
days ago. He was dangerously ill foi
several clays, and doctors expressed
little hope for his recovery. However,
he has put up a valiant fight, and it is
believed that he will soon be entirely
out of danger.
In addition to having pneumonia,
Gresham has been suffering from three
other maladies: influenza, rheumatism
and an infected eye. It has been necessary to keep a trained nurse by his
side continually since he contracted
the diseases.
Cadet Gresham is a member of the
junior class here and is one of the
best-liked and most popular boys on the
campus. He has played center on the
football team for the last two seasons
and received mention for all-state honors his sophomore year.

Sikes

Requests
Annex

Hospital

The state legislature has before it
this week the responsibility of forming
budgets for each of the state colleges.
Much to the regret of all the state
institutions, it seems from all appearances that the law-making body
will repeat its procedure of last year
and make another cut in the appropiations, because of the financial conditions of the state.
All supporters of state institutions
realize the effect such an action will
have on the schools at present, and
are hoping that the representatives
will somehow avoid having to make
this reduction.
According to Doctor Sikes, no special requests were made for Clemson
except for an addition to the cadet
hospital. The needs of this was most
apparent during the recent epidemics
when the hospital, the Trustee house,
and one floor of New Barracks were
filled with patients. The hospital can
accomodate only eighteen patients ordinarily, and at present two rooms have
meningitis patients in them, thus rendering one-third of the room unavailable.
This need is foremost in the
minds of those responsible for the
maintenance of good health at Clemson.

BEAUTY SELECTION OF
ANNUALJNNOUNCED RED SANDERS SISNS
BASEBAJKONTRACT
Barclay Picks "Taps" Beauties
The eight 1931 "Taps" beauty contest winners judged by McClelland
Barclay, one of America's
foremost
commercial artists and a noted judge
of feminine beauty, as the most beautiful out of the fifty beautiful pictures
submitted to him, have been recently
announced by the present "Taps" staff
The beauties selected are: Miss
Louise Middleton, of Monroe, N. C,
entered by Cadet David Blackwell;
Miss Grace White, of Greenwood, S.
C, entered by Cadet Frank Crymes:
Miss Mildred
Cobb,
of Louisiana,
entered by Cadet Flinn Gillard; Miss
Elizabeth Howard, of Wilmington, N.
C, entered by Cadet J. W. Newman:
Miss Bettye Lauderbach, of Lafayette,
Ga., entered by Cadet D. H. Kennemur; Miss Elizabeth Smith, of Tampa,
Fla., entered by Cadet R. F. Palmer;
Miss Jane Gibbes, of Columbia, S. C.
entered by an unknown cadet; Miss
Mary Ledbetter, of Anniston, Ala.,
entered by Cadet Reid Hearn.
The beauty section of the 1931
"Taps" will contain only eight pictures, instead of the customary sixteen of preceeding years. This policy
by the present "Taps" staff is heartily
approved by the corps because it lends
added honor and prestige to the fewer
winners. This will render the selection as a "Taps" beauty a more coveted
prize by the South's fairest admirers
of Clemson. Solace is offered to those
who did not place, but those who did
may take pride in the added distinction that this new policy offers.
Barclay's task was not an easy one,
for the beauty offered for his aproval
was as varied as the leaves of autumn,
and all could not be pleased; yet his
selections from this array of feminine
charm were such as to make the beauty
section of the Clemson annual a greater attraction than ever.

To Play With Shreveport Club
in Texas League
Red Sanders, for three years backj field coach and assistant to Josh Cody
1 here, has just signed a contract with
the Shreveport club of the Texas
league for next season.
Sanders last year played second
j base with Mobile, in the Southern
I loop, and has been in professional
1 baseball for a number of years. He
i is on the campus here at present, asI sisting Jess Neely in spring football
j practice, and will report to the Shreve| port club for their early training after
1 completing his work here.

ANCI8 INSTRUCTION
WILL BE ilVEN HERE
Miss Marion Rhyne of Atlanta
to Conduct Classes
Miss Marion Rhyne
of Atlanta,
Georgia was at Clemson on Monday
February 23, for the purpose of arranging a dancing class among the
students.
Miss Rhyne will offer six
technical lessons in ballroom dancing
with practice included for five dollars,
These classes, which will be conducted
in the Episcopal parish house, will be
arranged to suit the free time of the
students.
As a dancing instructor Miss Rhyne
has had a great deal of experience
and at present she instructs classes in
this art in Atlanta. Besides this, she
has a large class of pupils at Georgia
Tech and the University of Georgia.
Her classes at Clemson will be fof
advanced students in dancing as well
as beginners, and will begin on March
9-
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EDITORIAL
THE PLUS MAN

ambition, and will to get ahead. Edison, one of the greatest men who ever lived, said that genius is 99 percent labor
and one percent brains. Superficial success may come through
luck, dishonesty, influence, or some other similar means, but
real success and the self-esteem and satisfaction which accompanies it come only through honest effort.
Not many of us are blessed with unusual ability, and even
those that are have to cultivate their natural advantage to
stand above their fellow-men. Here at Clemson, we can look
around and observe that the leaders in all departments are
unceasing workers. Those who are lazy are prone to discredit the efforts of others instead of "snapping out of it"
themselves. Out in life, college graduates will find that knowledge and its attendant virtues do not come in the sugar-coated
doses which we get here.

SSERVATION
AND COMMENT
Crawford & Adams
Robert Quillen, prominent journalist
and writer of good, unadorned common-sense editorials, recently advocated, in his column which appears daily
in The Greenville News, marriage during youth, just as soon as both parties
have completed their education and
are able to "keep the wolf from the
door."
Mr. Quillen's views on this question
are undoubtedly wise; and
nothing
would better suit a great number of
young people of today than to know
that they can soon enter into life
partnership with the girl or boy of
their choice.
However, the false standards under
which the members of our present
American civilization are living demand that a man who enters into
matrimony be able to do far more
than merely "keep the wolf from the
door." He must be so well established
that he can earn two hundred dollars
.] month and spend three hundred. He
v-=*. have acquired the ability to "keep
p with the Joneses" on one-half of
■>" Tones income.

In every field of life there are a few workers known as
"Plus Men". Some scientists, even while working in a laboratory for someone else, have in some cases been possessed
with a desire to know more of some particular phase of work
than was actually required of them. This desire has in many
instances led to further research with the result that we today are using many new inventions, and are more advanced
because these inventions have brought about new developments.
!
There are some "Plus Men" at Clemson, but the number is
not as large as it should be. A large number of students fail
to realize the primary purpose of classes. They go to class
and seem to drift away in a state of tranquil peacefulness
until someone wakes them at the end of the hour. If they do
not sleep, their inattention sometimes prevents the professor
from doing his best in teaching the subject.
It should be remembered that there are some students in
every class who wish to know more of the subjects in which
they are most interested than they can learn in the regular
class periods. They sometimes do extra work of their own
accord, but, in most cases, they are derided by some of their
classmates instead of being commended. That the "Plus
Man" at Clemson is not favored is evident by the number of
pet names used in referring to him.
The idea seems to be prevalent that a man doing extra
work is trying to put his classmates at a disadvantage. No T
true Clemson man is going to work with this as his primary ♦f
aim. However, they will probably be at a disadvantage when
upon being graduted they realize that the "Plus Man's" promotions come more often than their own. Then there will be
many to regret the extra hours idled away in school.
A study of successful men, with special attention being
given to college graduates in this case, shows that those who
made use of their extra hours in school are holding the most
reponsible positions in the various industries. Bearing this in
mind, let us not be too quick in joining the large group of
those who are content with just "getting by" because of theninability to make the best plans for themselves in regard to
their future.
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The rising generation of today has
had this evident Americanism (borrowing one of Mr. Quillen's words),
falseness, taught them and exemplified
for them by the generations which
have gone before. Pseudology is being passed from one generation to
another, becoming more inherent in
each successor.
To break an inherited custom, a
well-established tradition is extremely
difficult.
In
European and
South
American countries, many revolutions
and reformations are incited by the
university and college students, and
are more effective for their origin.
If America's thousands of students
should start a concerted move against
false standards of living, would not
that be a great step toward the solution of many existing financial as
well as social problems?
Did you ever stop to think why
every one has a tendency to grow
"mooney" at times? The explanation
is perfectly simple if one considers
the wide publicity the moon is getting
these days. We study it in Astronomy;
we are taunted by its shining in our
windows every night; we are told of
its splendor in her letters every day;
songs are written about it; poems are
written about it; farmers plant their
crop by it; then we have the "Carolina Moon," "Indiana Moon," '.Harvest Moon", Dave Moon, diamond,

almond and demon; and some of us
even drink its by-products," moonshine." I ask you, can we help it if
we're "lunar-tics."
The following extract is taken from
the private memoirs of a Clemson
senior.
"Four years ago I had a very flattering opinion of college and graduate
college men. I thought that a college was
vastly superior to any ordinary person, and that sophistication was a
necessary product of college life. Well
I was sadly deluded. College is nothing more than an advanced kindergarden, and college men are children
All that I've learned is that I don't
really know anything—except how to
make a rubber band hold a shirt
collar down on my chest." Which is,
after all, more truth than irony.
Experts must be right about the
return of prosperiy in 1931. We had
eggs twice for breakfast last week.
If the Standard Oil Company employ? half the Clemson students who
have applied for work with them this
year, the Orient will be flooded with
Tigers for the next three years. To
date there are only five seniors who
have not sent in applications, and now
that oil has been discovered in South
Carolina, it is very likely that their
applications will be forthcoming.
The Johnsonian tells us that the
seniors of Winthrop are to be given
the privilege of giving an informal
tea once a week and inviting male
guests for the occasions. Such modernism ; such unconventionality. Why the
next thing we know those complaisant
and gracious W. C. authorities will be
allowing their students to keep matches
in their rooms, and perhaps, will even
be sanctioning the wearing of green
collars and scarfs—that is, for those
young women
who are
fortunate
enough to possess
surnames
like
O'Hara, O'Doul, Kelly, etc.
Personal nomination for the person whom the possession of authority
has not affected—Cadet Major Craln.
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After Doctor Sikes awarded degrees to the six men who
graduated at the end of the last semester, he warned them to
%
put away their diplomas and get down to hard work. Too
many of us do not realize the importance of this advice. Everywhere we see men surely climbing the ladder of success by
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
untiring effort, and if we happen to know someone on whom
Fame has recently bestowed just reward, we might be heard
to
LO remark: "Why
vv ny ±I ivnew
knew him
mm back
ua^n. m
in Tinkerville.
^.1^,11^.
^^
He wasn't
..-»»* ~ -^
-^r
H
so smart then." Probably he was not, but he had the energy, I ♦>O>O><$H>><S $> ♦ * *' ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ *^*^**fr****^V*^***<N^^^^^^
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EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE

/rems
VESPERS
Because of the quarantine there
was no regular vesper service Sunday evening. There were some very
interesting news reels, however, featured by Randolph's Kentucky Singers, and Edgar Guest was introduced
through the medium of Pathe Reviews.
SUNDAY

MEETING

The "Y" Cabinet, the Senior Council, and part of the Junior Council
held a very enjoyable out door meeting down on the river bank Sunday
morning at eleven o'clock. Mr. Goode,
Mr. Crouch, Mr. Holtzendorff, and
Theo Vaughn were *lso present. The
meeting was opened with a devotional
led by Ralph McGee, the president
of the Senior Council.
After this
Arthur Black made an interesting
talk on the subject: What Makes Up
My Mind, giving special emphasis
-to the topic of the devotional: "As
a Man Thinketh, So He Is."
He
first discussed the phase of group
thinking and told how Bull Sessions
influence campus opinion.
His next
topic was social conversation and the
exchange of ideas which affects community thinking. He next illustrated
the advantage of playing fair by comparing the man who makes use of
strictly decent methods with the man
who takes short cuts. The last topic
of discussion was the measure of a
man's ability to sway the opinions of
others. This was discussed from two
opposite sides of the question: small
minds vs. broad minds. Black closed
his talk with this question: Are you
as a personality small minded or
broad minded? At the close of the
talk, Mr. Crouch led in prayer, and
then several songs were sung. After
refreshments had been served, the
meeting was closed.
BASEBALL

lif

■

FEVER

Some schools get all of the breaks.
From
The Tulane Hullabaloo
we
gather the news that Rudy Vallee, the
crooning king, is to appear at a
theatre in New Orleans. It must be
true that we do noi ajjp.v-^.oLe the
opportunities we have to the extent
that we should, for we are informed
that certain students intend to. duj...cate Rudy's reception at Harvard (if
you know what we mean). A Tulane
writer has the following to say: "A
number of students have expressed
their intention of doing the unoriginal
and rather pointless thing of going
to the showhouse and plastering Rudy
with grapefruit or tomatoes or oranges
Why be silly and do an insane
trick like that?
If you don't like
crooning—and we don't—stay away.
We intend to.
Knowing that grapefruit consumption went up ten percent after the Vallee incident recently,
perhaps some intend to help conditions
here by hurling Louisiana
oranges.
But why?" Strange that Rudy's crooning has lost its appeal at Harvard
and Tulane. We would forfeit right
gladly the imported button-hole to
have the opportunity to be present to
hear the master crooner.

at 5 P. M. when they won from G.
The score was 32-10.
As a whole the freshmen played
excellent basketball.
CABINET

MEETING

The cabinet meeting was held at
the Y last Monday night at 6:45
o'clock. The devotional was conducted by the President, Arthur Black.
The meeting was spent in discussing
the prospective officers and cabinet
men for the coming year. Mr. Holtzendorff closed the meeting with prayer.
THE BRIDGE

BUILDER

An old man, going a lone highway,
Came at the evening, cold and gray,
To a chasm vast and deep and wide.
The old man crossed in the twilight
dim—
The sullen stream had no fear for
him,
But he turned when safe on the other
side
And built a bridge to span the tide

And now we offer this selection
from
"Barroom
Ballards"
in the
Plainsman, with the belief that it will
sound the keynotes of hundreds of
Clemson men, who are more or less
famed for their' hitch-hiking.
bn>~%.
the quarantine is on, I sincerely hwpe
that 1 shall not be sought out and
accused of inoculating "home-sickness"
when this is read.

1

"Old

man," said a fellow pilgrim
near,
"You are wasting your strength with
building here.
Your journey will end with the end
of day—
You never again will pass this way.
You've crossed the chasm deep and
wide.
Why build you this bridge at evening
tide?"

HITCH-HIKERS
The builder lifted his old gray head,
"Good friend, in the path I've come,"
he said,
"There followeth after me today
A youth whose feet must pass this
way.
This chasm, that's been as naught to
me,
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be;
He, too, must cross in the twilight
dim.
Good friend, I'm building this bridge
for him."
—W. H. McFadden

We haven't seen any new leaves
or blossoming fruit trees yet, but at
Jeast one sure sign of spring has become manifest on the campus during
the past few days.
One need only
stroll past the third barracks or glance
at the athletic field or the parade
BY THE WAY
ground almost any afternoon to be
assured that spring is on its way.
It is more important to do good
The "Y" as issued twelve indoor base- work than to get good pay, to have
balls and bats among the corps, and a plan for life than to have a forthe caged Tigers have been making tune, to be the master of your own
exceptionally good use of them for spirit than master of many men, and
the past week. Almost the whole campus to have a clean record than never
has suddenly become the scene of to be the victim of scandal.
feverish athletic activity. Well, we are
glad to know that winter is over.
It is never too late to prepare for
a better work than you are doing,
to begin making war on a habit that
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
is defeating you, and pick out a
Rat Company basketball
started higher ideal and set out for it.
Monday Feb. 16, in the Y. M. C. A.
"When a fit of sunshine hits ye,
gymnasium. Eight games have already
after the passing of a cloud, When
been played.
ye'r
Monday at 5 P. M., F walked to a fit of laughter gits ye and
victory over I with a score of 22 spine is feelin' proud,
Don't forget to up and fling it at
5. J. B. Day from F Company played
a soul that's feelin' blue, For the
excellent ball.
The game played Monday at 7 minit that ye sling it it's boomerang
P. M. between E and G was won by to you."
E with a score of 20-23.
Woods'
It makes a difference to all eterniy
playing was outstanding.
On Tuesday at 5 P. M. A lost whether we do right or wrong today.
a game to L with a score 30-17.
"He drew a circle that shut me out
Simmons from L company starred.
Tuesday at 7 P. M. B won a close Heretic, rebel, a thing to flout.
But love and I had the wit to win:
victory from M. The score was 19-15
McElveen played a good game for We drew a circle that took him in.'
B company.
C company won a decisive victory
PICTURE SCHEDULE
from Band Wednesday at 5 P. M.
The score was 34-6.
Feb. 27—"WAY FOR A SAILOR"
Thursday at 5 P. M. D defeated Gilbert
H with plenty of margin. The score
Feb. 28—"LOTTERY BRIDE"
March 2—"BEAU IDEAL"
was 35-13K and I played a very close game
March 4—"BAT WHISPERS"
Thursday at 7 P. M. K won with
March 6—"BIG TRAIL"
a score of 29-20.
Sadler played a
March 9—"DANCERS"
good game for K company.
March 12-13—"HELL'S ANGELS"
F again walked to a lead Friday
March 14—CHARLIE'S AUNT

When skies are blue and pals are true
They love to travel far.
If skies are clear and spring is near,
They love to catch a car.
When money's low, and cars are slow,
And luck is just a ghost,
They start to grin, and then begin
To see who'll laugh the most.
They have a smile for every mile,
Old Fortune smiles on all.
So they just pray; things turn O. K.
And tourists hear their call.

PAGE THRJQE
What are your thoughts when you
read your college paper each week
Are you satisfied with it as it is?
Do you boost it; or take it as a matter of form? If you find fault with
it, do you take steps to correct it?
If it lacks variety, do you try to
furnish the needed punch? Have you
ever thought of contributing an article,
or anything to help improve
your
paper?
Are we not prone to overlook the fact that every thing t'tvt
enters the paper has been written,
usually by he students? Have a look
at the following extracts from The
Johnsonian.
"A majority of students accept the
college newspaper at "face value." To
them, the paper is merely a part of
the weekly routine. Few, if any, consider the part which this organ plays
in college life.
The better college papers of today
reflect every phase of student activity
and serve as the best medium through
which the undergraduate mind at work
may be observed."
Are you one of those students?
Think it over.

I'm the cheatin' Gink.
I got the
Faculty bamboozled.
They are just
not smart enough to catch me. I look
on other students papers, carry notes
and even look at the book. They try
to convince me this is wrong, but I
know better.
I realize that if I do
get caught, I will lose the respect of
my fellow students, but I don't care,
cause if I'm caught I will be "canned"
but they wont catch me.
I go around the campus boasting
of my grades, and "I never cracktd
a book." What is the use in studying, I make good grades don't I ?
I try to make folks think I'm smart,
and really I am, cause I'm the cheating, tricking,
outwitting,
deceiving
Gink.
A fellow student, having read this,
remarked that we have some Ginks at
Clemson.

Have you tried one of MonFrom the Orange and Blue of Carson-Newman College comes this clever
repast:

tieth's 25c. dinners?
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TRY US ONGE YOU'LL GOME AGAIN
THE TIGER SERVICE STATION
HURRY RACK
J. H. BURNS, MANAGER

Unusual opportunities for men who wish to enter
the life insurance field
Old line insurance with low cost guaranteed—
not estimated

SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE GO.
Orsanized 1905
C. O. MILFORD, President
Southeastern Building
.-:-:Greenville, S. C
Capital, Surplus and Reserves for protection of
policy-holders over four million dollars.

"POP"-ular

The

AND no wonder! Kellogg's Rice Krispies actually snap and
pop in milk or cream. That's how crisp these crunchy rice
bubbles are.
And what a tempting flavor! Toasted rice grains.
Packed with taste! Great for any meal.

1

I'M THE GINK

Ask for Rice Krispies at your fraternity house or campus restaurant. Enjoy with milk or cream. Delicious served
with canned peaches.

cereal!
RICE
KRISPIES
READY TO EAT
P VounSElF T(

Try them as a quick lunch suggestion or for a late
snack. Nourishing and extra easy to digest. Kellogg's Rice
Krispies are the only cereal so crisp it crackles in cream.
The most popular cereals served in the dining-rooms of American
colleges, eating clubs and fraternities are made by Kellogg in Battle
Creek. They include ALL-BRAN, PEP Bran Flakes, Corn Flakes, Wheat
Krumbles, and Kellogg's WHOLE WHEAT Biscuit. Also Kaffee Hag
Coffee — the coffee that lets you sleep.

RICE
KRISPIES

You'll enjoy Kellogg's Slumber Music, broadcast over WJZ and associated stations of the N. B. C. every Sunday
evening at 10.30 £. 5. T. Also KFI Los Angeles, KOMO Seattle at 10.00, and KOA Denver at 10.30.
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Trawick: "What have you done to
that dog, Doc?"
Dr. Feeley: "I told Bean to wash
him, and he starched him as well."

t^J^tcj™

"Disarment begins at home," said the
young collegian as he trimmed the
coed's nails.

J5$£Z*J£L
Dr. Milford: "Plenty of exercise
will kill all the germs."
C. Moss: "Yes, but how in the
world can you get them to exercise?"
Mother (sternly) : "Didn't I see
you sitting on that man's lap last
night?"
Daughter: "Yes, and it was very
•embrassing.
1 wish you hadn't told
me to."
Mother: "Good heavens, I never
told you to do anything of the kind."
Daughter: "You did, you did, Mother. You told me that if he attempted
to get sentimental I must sit on him."
Dr. Feely: "I have a great dog.
Why you can take him a mile away
and let him loose and he will find me."
Student: "Well why don't you take
a bath?"
Farmer: "What excuse have you
for sleeping all day when every one
else is working?"
Tramp: "Well, yer see, boss, I
haven't got anything but an evenin'
suit an' I dare not appear before 6
o'clock."
Rev. Satterlee: "Who were the first
gamblers ?"
Bert Martin: "Adam and Eve."
Rev. Satterlee: "How so?"
Bert Martin: "Didn't they stake
■a. paradise?"
Visitor—And how old are you, Bobbie?
Bobbie—I'm just at the awkward age.
Visitor—Really! And what do you call
the awkward age?
Bobbie (bitterly)—I'm too old to cry
and too young to swear.
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Modern child (seeing rainbow for
first time) : "What is it supposed to
advertise, dad?"

"Whats the use in going to college?"
"None, but what's the use in not
going there?"

First Cat: I hear you have an addiThe kind of absent minded profs,
tion to your family, Mrs. Cat, was it
we like are the ones who examine their
a boy or a girl.
fingernails and cut their classes.
Second Cat: Oh! just six of one and
a half dozen of the other.
Mother: "What did your father say
when he saw his broken pipe stem?"
Tommy, ten years old, applied for a
Innocent: "Shall I leave out tne
job as a grocery boy for the summer. swear words, mother?"
The grocer wanted a serious minded
Mother: "Certainly dear."
youth, so he put Tommy to a little test.
Innocent: "Then I don't think he
Grocer: "Well, my boy, what would said anything."
you do with a million dollars."
Boy: "Oh, Gee, I don't know—I
S. Horton: "I would never play
wasn't expecting so much at the tsart." poker with a dentist."
Rat: "Why?"
Horton: "It's too easy for him to
A guest at a hotel was awakened
early one morning by a knock on his draw and fill."
door.
Prof. Brealy: "What does the word
"What is it?" he called drowsily
autocrat mean ?"
without getting up.
J. H. Dean: "Why,
that mean:
"A telegram, boss," replied the negro.
one
of
them
rich
democrats
that own
"Well can't you shove it under the
door without waking me up so early " an auto."
the man asked irritably.
Policeman: "What size collar do
"No suh,"the darky answered with
you
wear?"
his mind on a tip, "it's on a tray."
Clay Adams: "Fifteen, sir."
Policeman: "Well, you are not the
Two World war veterans met at a
dog I'm looking for."
patriotic celebration."
Say, Buddy,"
asked one, "got any scars on you?"
letter from your brother."
"No," replied the other, "But I got
Ted Crain: "I heard you got a
some cigarettes."
Rock Blackney: "Indeed I did."
Ted Crain: "Was there anything
Buyer: Let's play the game called important in it?"
building and loan.
Rock Blackney: "Well I didn't open
Seller: How do you play it ?
it, for on the outside of the envelope
Buyer: Get the hell out of this build- was printed: 'Please return in five
ing and let met alone.
days;' So I sent it back to him."

A young London girl who was
Prof. Sherman:
Arc moanuuues
holidaying in the country, became rathreligious?"
er friendly with a young farmer. One
P. M. Booth: "Yes.
They first
evening as they were strolling in the
sing over you and then prey on you."
fields they happened across a cow
Bill Neelyj "How did jim happen and a calf rubbing noses in the accepted bovine fashion.
to get run over?"
"Ah!" said the young farmer, "that
Jim Graves: "He was picking up
sight makes me want to do the same
a horse shoe for luck."
thing."
"Well, go ahead," said the girl enProf: "Monologue is when one person is speaking, dialogue when two couragingly, "It's your cow."
are speaking; now what is it when
A pastor fond of figures of speech
three are speaking?"
was making a funeral oration.
J. R. Wood: Catalogue, sir.
"Friends," he began in a lachrymose
Dewey Cox: "Great, dear, but I voice, "We have here before us only
the shell of the dear departed.
The
love you with all my heart."
Girl (at Lander) : "Oh, yeah, bu' nut is gone."
I notice that you let your hands dc
all the work."
Dr. Daniel is so absent minded
that he kissed his class good-bye and
Wife: "I had the best date last gave his wife a zero."
night with a retired general."
"Your eyes are good, and so's your
Husband: "Well, henceforth, young
lady, you leave him alone after he's hair
retired."
But it's your legs that geis you
there."
Plumber: "Well, how are you by
J. Cook: "We are two darn fine
this time? I'm sorry that I was sc
late getting here to mend the broken fellows."
pipe."
Rat Thompson: "Sure you're the
_ Rev. Smith: "That's perfectly al- darnest and I'm the finest."
right while we were waiting for you
One way for a girl to get into
I've taught my wife how to swim."
deep water is to say "no" in a canoe."
The modern co-ed may not be conOfficer (to couple parked in auto) :
ventional, but she believes in showing good form.
"Don't you see that sign 'Fine for
parking?"
"Yes, officer, I see it and heartily
"Ah, the pause that refreshes," said
agree
with it."
the English professor when he saw
the tomma in the freshman's theme.
"Did you hear about the traveling
"Do you kiss college boys, Erma " salesman who died?"
"No".
"That's my business."
"Left an estate of 500 towels, 200
"Well, how's business?"
cakes of soap,
three dozen
silver
spoons
and
a
hotel
key."
How the College Boy Spends His
Holidays.
Grace, Helen, Ruth, Ann, Dorothy,
Louise, Alice.

Have you tried one of Montieth's 25c. dinners?

Chief Allison—How did you come to
get that jar of honey?"
Pete Oats: "Well, I admit I don't
keep no bees; but what's to stop a
fellow squeezing it out of the flowers
himself ?"
Golfer (bursting in on friend wife) :
"What do you suppose my score was
today, dear?"
Wife: "Double.'
Golfer: "Double?
What do you
mean "
Wife: "Double what you're going to
tell me."

?
Where will the two slanting

Runaway horses are headed off. by
policeman, but there is no way to stop
a woman who starts out ahead of the
usher down a dark theater aisle.
The office boy took off his hat, presented the bill, and stood at ease.
"My boss says I'm not to return
until you give me the money you owe
him, he said."
"Oh! was the reply of the doctor, "I
wonder if he'll recognize you with a
beard ?"
Mr. Jones—Er-ah, that is, can-er Iwill you—?
"Why, yes my boy; you may have
her."
"How's that? Have whom?"
"My daughter, of course. You want
to marry her, don't you?"
"No, sir; I just wanted to find out
if you would endorse my note for $100."
"Certainly not. Why, I hardly know
you."
House Wife (at head of table one
Sunday evening) : "I'm very tired."
Minister (invited guest) : "Well, you
shouldn't be; You haven't preached two
sermons today."
House Wife (Absent Mindedly) : "But
1 had to listen to them."

lines meet if the shorter one
is continued? Good eyes
are needed for this one.

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

YOUR TASTE

tells the Truth!

MILDER...AND
BETTER TAST E

"Well, old man, I must be off."
"I thought so the first time I met
you."
Irate Father: "You impudent puppy!
You want to marry my daughter. Do
you think you could give her what she's
accustomed to."
Young Swain: "Can I? Say, just
leave her to me.
I've got a violent
temper myself."

© 1931, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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CADETS FARE WELL
FORUM GLUE ELECTS
DURINGQUARANTINE

DR. G. 0. EDDY LEAVES
FORJEW POST

Captain Harcombe Provides Discussion Group Completes O. L.
Number of "Extras" in
Second Year of Existence
Food Line

h

■
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"An army marches 011 its stomach,''
is a favorite old adage attributed to
Napoleon, but a more modern version
applicable to the Clemson Corps of
Cadets might be, "A Clemson man's
gaiety rests on his stomach."
All of us rejoice at the fine way
Captain Harcombe is treating us during the quarantine.
Extras on the
bill of fare, such as oranges, cakes,
bananas, soup, hot cocoa, doughnuts,
and tangerines, in addition to
ice
cream every Sunday, help lessen the
hardships of restriction. It is rumored that one hundred and fifty gallons
of soup were consumed at supper a
few nights ago.
Captain Harcombe
says that it takes twelve hundred
oranges, ten bushels of tangerines, or
six hundred and
fifty pounds
of
bananas to supply the corps with fruit
at one meal. It looks as though fruit
raising should be a profitable business. Did someone mention farm relief?
When the men in the "Bug-house"
were released, they invariably accused
Doctor Milford and Captain Harcombe
of pampering their
appetites.
The
ladies of the campus sent in so much
candy and good things to eat that
many members of the "I Gotta Bug"
fraternity were in much more danger
of indigestion than meningitis.
We all appreciate what he has done
for us, and every Clemson cadet
thanks Captain Harcombe for keeping
the "chow" rolling in such a fine way
while the corps is being kept so
closely restricted.

MIB'ET TEH ODES
TO THEJOURNAMENT
Captain Heffner is Coaching

r
1

7

The organization of a midget basket ball team to compete in the annual
tournament which is to be held in
Greenville
Thursday,
Friday,
and
Saturday of this week was begun here
last Sunday night. Fifteen or sixteen
teams from various southern colleges,
high schools, and Y. M. C. A.'s will
take part in the contests.
George W. Mackey, physical director
of the Greenville Y. M. C. A. is promoting
the
conference.
Desirable
trophies will be awarded to the winning
team, and gold and silver basketballs
to the runners up furnish adequate in
centive.
Captain Heffner and cadets Fred
Kirchner and "Hoot" Gibson are acting as coaches to the thirty tiny basketeers who are striving for a place
on the first team. Exacting qualifications have to be met. The entire team
must not average over one hundred
and ten pounds, and no one man can
be heavier than one hundred and
twenty. All members must be under
eighteen years of age.
The little fellows have been practicing every day since Sunday, and even
with such short preparation should
make a good showing. Several of their
number have previously been on teams
that have participated in past conferences.
Those who are lucky and skillful
enough to make the trip will leave
Thursday morning for Greenville to
return sometime Sunday.

CLURS AND SOCFFS
The First Sergeants Club met Friday night, and plans for a banquet at
Starr were discussed. Regular meetings of the Club will be held every
other Friday night and the members
will alternate in acting host to the
Club.
Other topics of interest were
discussed before the meeting was adjourned and the members went to their
respective duties.

.

The Forum Club, at its meeting
this week
elected
officers
for the
ensuing year. R. K. Eaton was chosen
president; S. R. Rhodes vice president ; and M. E. Campbell was reelected secretary.
The Forum Club has completed the
second year of its existence.
It is
a discussion group of twenty members, selected
by invitation,
which
meets bi-weekly to discuss topics ot
interest to members.
Meetings have been well attended,
and numerous
interesting
questions
have been asked. At the meeting this
week, Prof. A. G. Shanklin led a discussion on "Reconstruction in South
Carolina.' Some other topics discussed
during the past year are: "Government Price Fixing,"
"Taxation in
South
Carolina,"
"The
American
Newspaper,"
"Safety
in
Aviation,"
"Eugenic and Dysgenic Practices,"
and "The tariff, Past, Present and
Future."
'"' F

NEW B00KSJN LIBRARY
FICTION
Belloc—The Missing Masterpiece
Glenn—Transport
Mann—Early Sorrow
Millin—The Coming of the Lord
Niles—Condemned to Devil's Island
Parrish—To-morrow Morning
Priestly—The Good Companions
Richardson—Australia Felix
Richardson—The Way Home
Rutledge—Old Plantation Day?
Sass—The Way of the Wild
Seghers—The Revolt of the Fishermen
Springs—Leave Me With a Smile
Swinnerton—The Young Idea
Tomlinson—Gallions Reach
Trautwein—The Lady of Laws
Van Doren—Brother and Brother
Widdemer—More Than Wife
Williamson—Hunky
Young—Black Roses
NON-FICTION
Almack—Research and Thesis Writing
Artificial Silk Handbook
Banks—The Remaking of an American
Bennett—History of Manual and
Industrial Education up to 1870
Butterfield—Steam and Gas Engineering
Campbell—The Oxford Book
of
Canadian Verse
Cole—Practical Physiological Chemistry
Conrad—Joseph Conrad, Life and
Letters
Cook—Elements of Electrical Engineering
Copeland—The Copeland Reader
Crawford—The Technique of Research in Education
Davies—Engineering Office Systems
and Methods
Douglass—Secondary Education
Dutton—Business Organization and
Management
Franklin—Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering
Frary—Laboratory Glass Blowing
Gortner—Outlines of Biochemistry
Haas—The World of Atoms
Hammerton—Barrie
Haskins—Studies in Mediaeval Culture
Hastings—A Ranchman's Recollections
Hegner—Animal Parasitology
Henderson—European
Dramatists
Herrick—The Thinking Machine
Hjorth—Principles of Woodworking
ing
Hobbs—North Carolina, Economic
and Social
James—The Raven
Johnsen—Free Trade
Liebig—Practical
Electricity
in
Medicine and Surgery
Maurer—Technical Mechanics, Statics, Kinematics, Kinetics
Morrison—Normal and Elementary
Physical Diagnosis
Munthe—The Story of San Michele
Petersen—Educational Toys
Rohinsom—Ten
Thousand
Small
Loans

PAGE PI\
"If you touch me I'll scream,"
threatened the auto siren to the chauffeur.

"Stand behind your lover, false
woman," cried the Scotchman
who
Cartwright Selected as found his wife in another man's arms.
"I'm going to shoot you both."
His Successor

Tramp: "Please, kind gentleman,
Dr. C. O. Eddy, who was associate
entomologist of the Clemson College could you help a poor blind man?"
Pill Newman: "How am 1 to
Experiment Station here, left last week
with Mrs. Eddy for Lexington, Ken- know that you are blind?"
Tramp: "Because I called you a
tucky, where he has accepted a posigentleman."
tion as entomologist at the Kentucky
Experiment Station.
Dr. Milford: "I'm afraid I have
Dr. Eddy, who has been here for
several years, has published several bad news for you. You will not be
articles and bulletins on crop insect able to meet classes for some time."
Monk Bowles: "What do you mean,
pests and control, and was recognized
as an able instructor who gave his bad news?"
students much valuable experience. He
was graduated from Ohio State UniAnd one father says his son's lanversity and received his doctors degree guage courses are making him a poor
also at that institution.
man—only the other day he got a
For the past two years Mrs. Eddy bill for twenty dollars for Scotch.
has held a position as secretary to
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun.
"Was Helen sore when you a=,Ked
O. L. Cartwright, who has been her for a date while you had the
located at the Pee Dec Experiment mumps?"
Station at Florence, S. C, is to be
"Yes, she said I had some cheek."
transferred here to succeed Dr. Eddy.
Mr. Cartwright is also a graduate of
The favorite song in barracks these
Ohio State University.
days is the Ohio song: "Ohio miss
you tonight."
Maid: "I'm sorry I can't
anything.
Come when the
of the house is in."
Tramp: "Excuse me, but
ging hours are from ten to

give you
gentleman
my begfour."

■

Dr. Andrews (Aggravated) : "Listen here are you the teacher of this
class."
Crip Dargan: "No sir, I'm not."
Dr. Andrews: "Then don't talk like
an idiot."
There was once a lady named Eve,
Who caused Father Adam to grieve.
When he asked where she'd been,
She replied with a grin:
"I've been absent without leave."

Pinckney: "So you were in the
hospital several months?
Must have
been pretty ill."
Decker: "No, pretty nurse."
Father: "When I was your age I
thought nothing of walking fifteen
miles to see a girl."
Son: "I don't think very much of
it myself."
O. H. Greene: "Say, do the guys
next door borrow much from you?"
Joel Weston: "Borrow! Why I feel
more at home in their room than in
my own."

Leo Walker: "Why do you close
Major Dyess: "What's wrong with your eyes when you kiss a girl?"
you, Freshman? I told you I wanted
Trammel: "Dr. Brown said it was
a fine sight. What is a fine sight, bad to focus on close objects for
anyway?"
hours at the time."
Rat: "A ship load of guys like you
sinking."
"How did you enjoy your West
Indies cruise?"
Fair One (at a dance) : "You're
"I met the prettiest girl you ever
from the far north, aren't you?"
saw."
you tonight."
"Jamaica ?"
C. Moss: "Why, no. What made
you think so ?"
Have you tried one of MonFair One: "You dance like you nad
tieth's 25c. dinners?
on snow shoes."

In the Crescent
at Cornell

V ^--^—
?>A-

... as in 42 other
leading colleges,
there is one favorite
smoking tobacco
walking across campus to a lab in Sibley . . . arts
students gathered on the porch of
Goldwin Smith . . . lawyers on the
steps of Boardman. Not much time
between classes . . . but enough for
a pull on a pipe of good old Edgeworth!
Cornell men know their smoking tobacco. And they're not alone
in their choice. Harvard, Yale,
Illinois, Michigan, Stanford, Dartmouth, Bowdoin—all report Edgeworth far in the lead. In 42 out of
54 leading colleges and universities
Edge worth is the favorite pipe
tobacco.
Cool, slow-burning burleys give
this smoke the character that college men like. Try a tin of Edgeworth yourself—pack it into your
pipe, light up, and taste the rich
natural savor of fine burleys, enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
eleventh process.
At all tobacco stores—15(5 the
tin. Or, for generous free sample,
write to Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S.
22d St., Richmond, Va.
ENGINEERS

tPGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend
of fine old burleys,
with i ts natural savor
enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
eleventh process.
Buy Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
—" Ready-Rubbed "
and "Plug Slice." All
Bizes, 15(i pocket
package'to pound
humidor tin.

WfGH GRADE

RtADVRUBBED
CSX

Referee (excitedly) : "Hi, that's the
bell for the eleventh round."
Rubin: "Oh, let's sit this one out."

Bleckley Dry Cleaners

When Walter Ellis went to the
mindreader's, she only charged him
half price.

EW SPRING SUITS
$23.50
-$45,00

Dick: "I won't leave you for ?
minute after we're married!"
Dora: "Why, you suspicious thing!"
Kelly: "Will you give me your
tailor's address?"
Hogarth: "Yes, but don't give him
mine."

paaaaaiaaiiiiagiaaH^
Rogers—The Magnificent Idler; The
Story of Walt Whitman
Rutledge—Children of Swamp and
Wood
Rutledge—Collected Poems
Sass—Adventures in Green Places
Sass—On the Wings of a Bird
Seely—Analytical Mechanics
for
Engineers
Sellery—Medieval Foundations of
Western Civilization
Stiles—Human Physiology
Thorndike—The History of Medieval Europe
Widdemer—The Haunted Hour
Woodfill—Woodfill of the Regulars
A true story of adventure from the
Arctic to the Argonne
Wright—The Great Horn Spoon
Wynne—Handbook of Engineering
Mathematics
Young—Elementary
Structural
Problems in Steel and Timber
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLECTION
Grier— South Carolina and Her
Builders

NEW SHIPMENT OF SPRING SHOES

si

We now sell New Five Dollar Shoes for Four-Fifty

FRIEMLY FIVES & VICTOR FIVES AT $4,50 1
NEW SEA1PAX UNDERWEAR
I
BALLOON-SEAT AND SPEED MODEL I
SHORTS 50c

I
SHORTS
I
ALLEN-A-S0X
1 MABE-T0-0R0ER CLOTHES

I

SHIRTS 50c

SHIRTS
TIES

"JUDGE" KELLER

a
1
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SPORTS

Tigers off to Tournament

KJFFELMIYi:
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WINTER SPORTS
It won't be long now before what might be called the death
knell of winter sports will be tolling lustily. As a whole, the
various teams so classed have not enjoyed a very prosperous
season, in fact their showing has been very disastrous. The
boxers were defeated in both of their engagements. They
probably would have boosted their percentage considerably
if the untimely quarantine had not resulted in the cancellation
of bouts with North Georgia, Florida, Carolina, and Citadel.
However, lamenting or boning over the curtailment of the
schedule does not put any wins in the victory column.
Josh's basketeers showed a lot of class, but they, too, were
severely handicapped by a rather lean schedule. Their comeback victory over Auburn, Tennessee, and Kentucky were
rare and stylish exhibitions.
The cross country team fulfilled their complete schedule,
but they failed to tally a win against Florida and Georgia
Tech.

lanta, March 28 and 29.
ing home runs. The next day they
Georgia Tech at Clemson, April 4. are helpless invalids.
So far the
Presbyterian College at Clinton, casualties have been gratifyingly few,
April 11.
only twenty-seven sprained fingers,
One contest with Emory and two two sprained ankles, one dislocated
Georgia, one here and the other at knee, one torn ligament, and one fracAthens, are being considered. As yet, tured skull accompanied with a conthe dates have not been definitely cussion of the brain. Were it not
settled. There is also the possibility of for the superb physical condition of
taking on the Citadel Bulldogs.
the collective cadet corps it is entirely
It is being noised about that a state probable that there would be a far
meet will be held at either P. C. or greater number of these minor misClemson. Whether or not this will haps. Hats off to America's foremost
take place is uncertain, as the other sport; long may it reign.
schools have not shown much interest
in this get together. However "HoltAngry Widow (after learning huszie" says that if it is held, Clemson
band left her nothing) : I want you
will probably participate.
to take that REST IN PEACE off
that tombstone I ordered yesterday."
Have you tried one of MonStonecutter: "I can't do that, but
I can put something underneath."
tieth's 25c. dinners?
A. W.: "All right. Put TILL I
COME."
GEORGIANS AT TOP IN
VICTORIES ON COURT

I've a letter from a fellow who says
hat if I don't stop taking his girl to
he show he'll take drastic action."
"What are you going to do about
it?"
"Nothing."
"Nothing? Why the fellow might
hoot you."
"Yes, I know. But what can I do.
He didn't sign the letter."
Teacher: "Give a sentence with theword DIADEM."
John: "People who drive on to railroad crossings without looking diadem
sight quicker than those who stop,
look and listen."
He—You are the breath of my life.
She—Let's see you hold your breath.

Ihve you tried one of Monti^th's 25c. dinners?

Standing of Southern Conference
basketball teams, including games of
Saturday, Feb. 21, follow:
Team
Lost Pet.
Won
ANNOUNCES
Georgia
1
.938
15
Maryland
8
1
.889
A COURSE IN BALL-ROOM DANCING FOR
11
2
.846
Alabama
.800
Kentucky
8
CLEMSON STUDENTS
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE MEET
.636
Auburn
7
4
Atlanta will act as host this week to sixteen Southern Con- Wash, and Lee
EPISCOPAL PARISH
BEGINNING
•57i
4
3
ference basketball teams, who will choose by the survival of Duke
■556
5
4
HOUSE
MARCH 9
8
■533
7
the fittest method, a champion for the year 1931. Alabama Georgia Tech
.500
7
7
won the crown last year without a great deal of difficulty, but Vanderbilt
.500
6
6
North Carolina
they will face much sterner opposition this year. The teams, N. C. State
.500
5
5
as a whole, are much stronger, and it is not a bit unlikely that L. S. U.
.500 HaaHiKiiiiiagH^
4
4
a new champion will ascend the throne.
6
Virginia
•455
5
.417
Georgia, Kentucky, and Maryland are picked to give Ala- Florida
5
7
•375
5
3
bama plenty of trouble. From past performances, Georgia Clemson
8
Tennessee
•333
4
seems to have the best chance.
2
Mississippi
333
4
.300
V. P. I.
3
7
TIGERS ENTER TOURNEY
magnitude on the court cannot ap- V. M. I.
.200
2
8
The Tigers chances of entering have
proach the fame he has acquired on Tulane
10
2
.167 |
not looked very hopeful for the past
1
12
South Carolina
.077
three weeks due to their prolonged the gridiron.
.000
Mississippi Aggies
o
0
period of inactivity, but
Josh and
MINIATURE BASEBALL
his speedy quint are entered and will
The temporary breakdown of the
meet Duke university in their first business organism in 1930 brought an
game Friday, 3 P. M.
invasion of miniature golf; likewise,
Duke has not been traveling at such similar depressions in past years have
a rapid rate this year, and if the brought about the influx of inexpenBengal's play approximates that of sive amusements to pacify unwelcome
BEST PRICES—BEST VALUES IN YEARS
their last two performances they ought leisure. Bicycles were popular in 1893,
The casual bystander observed with
to bowl the Tobaccoists over in a and mah jong was the fad of 1921.
K
Since the quarantine has been en- profound interest the various activities
hurry.
AT —
Josh will take his charges down on forced, and the lid clamped down on of the cadets on Sunday, February 22.
Thursday, if health conditions remain social functions and weekend leaves, He bowed his head with sincere re- a
the same as they are at present, so Clemson seems to have turned to minia- spect to the liberal attitude regarding
that they will be in prime condition ture baseball.Bowman Field has seen the disposal of the Sabbath. He saw
for the fraucas the following day.
as many as five or six games going on the campus of a typical military colat one time for the past several days, lege enshrouded with the depressing
ENTRIES AND PAIRINGS
and the lawn in front of new bar- cloak of a state imposed quarantine
There will be eight games Friday,
for the dread cerebro-spinal meninracks has been similarly occupied.
the first contest being between North
gitis ; he saw the churches closed by
Carolina and Vanderbilt at one o'clock.
the iron band of the law and all meetThereafter, there will be a game every
JUNIORS AND SENIORS INVEST IN A SUIT.
ing places for worship strictly for
hour. Besides the above teams in the
HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW FOR
bidden. He naturally expected to witupper bracket, Auburn meets Virginia
ness a morbid disconsolate student
YOUR MONEY
at two o'clock, Clemson meets Duke
body writhing vainly under the hated
at three o'clock, and North Carolina
shackles.
State meets Kentucky at four o'clock. Holtzendorff Again Coaches
Instead his surprised gaze encounter^HISSiHBHiSHSiggira
In the lower bracket, the clashes
ed a great number of exceedingly
Swimming Team
will be: Alabama vs Tennessee at
virile young men obeying to the letter
five o'clock, Maryland vs Louisiana
the decrees of their God—"Remember
The
natators
are
showing
lots
of
State at seven o'clock, Washington and
the Sabbath Day and keep it holy . . .
Lee vs Georgia at eight o'clock, and speed down at the Y. M. C. A. pool,
But the seventh day is the Sabbath of
where
Coach
Holtzendorff
has
his
Florida vs Georgia Tech at nine
charges pointing for the toughest sche- the Lord thy God: in it thou shalt
o'clock.
dule ever undertaken by a Clemson not do any work." He saw several
Alabama and Kentucky' are regarded
aggregation. The swimmers, whose hundred of these youths giving wholeas heat leaders in the upper brackei
sport
is one of the newest on the list, some vent to their repressed energy
and Georgia and Maryland in tne
enthusiam.
Undauntare
expected
to make more than a and healthy
lower bracket. Provided the Tigers
creditable showing. At the present ed by the restrictions forced upon
trounce Duke, and opinion is ramthe pool is being thoroughly cleaned; them they displayed true and admirpant that they will, they meet the
when this is finished, practice will be able ingenuity in attaining recreation.
victors of the Kentucky and North
In the several games of indoor baseresumed.
Carolina State clash, which will probCrutchfield, captain and letterman, 'ball on Bowman Field he witnessed
ably be Kentucky, the next day.
Fisher, Jarrard and Rollins, a sopho- the cadets displaying eloquent suppliMANY ACES PRESENT
more addition, are booked for the cation and thanks for the youth,
The basketball circus will collect various free style events. S. Hyde, splendid and effervescent, with which
the cream of the southern hardfloor of last year's team, is swimming the they are blest.
This delightful sport was the order
artists from Maryland to Florida. Per- backstroke, and "Bozo" Bozeman, who
kins, of Georgia Tech, who recently is showing a great deal of improve- of the day and the Y. M. C. A. should
broke the conference scoring record ment over the previous season, will be extended a unanimous vote of
made last year by Cox and Williams take charge of the breast stroke. Gil thanks for so generously obeying the
of Washington and Lee; Carey Spicer, land and Jarrard will do the lofty commands of necessity, the mother
Kentucky's greatest offensive threat; tumbling for the team. The relay of invention, and liberally supplying
Strickland, Georgia's elongated gunner; team is composed of Crutchfield, Fish- each company with proper equipment.
and "Boozey" Berger, big triple threat er, Jarrard and Rollins, incidentally Many boys who have never taken a
man of Maryalnd, are a few of the all of the above have been turning in personal interest in competitive spon.*
have
become
confirmed
addicts,
notables who will be seen in action nice time in their specialties.
Bobby Dodd, of Tennessee, all amenThe following meets have been ar- and may be seen daily on an
improvised diamond making scintillatcan football selection, will also be ranged :
among those present. However, his
Southern Conference meet at At- ing catches, dazzling pegs, and knock-

Marion Rhyne

New Shipment oi
Campus Togs

MANY CADETS ENJOY
BASEBALL GAMES

SEE THEM--$24.50 AND $2750

Hoke Sloan s

TANK TEAM TO HAVE
STIFF_SCHEDULE

SPECIAL PBICE

AGFA CAMERAS
Only $1.00
AT

5oe Sloan'e
A BEAL BABGAIN

